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ADDENDUM TO 2008-08-11 - MOTION FOR CHANGE IN VENUE

On August 11, 2008 this Respondent filed a Motion for a change in venue. Since then I have

had  the  time  to  compile  a  more  comprehensive  set  of  reasons  why  this  MOTION  FOR

CHANGE IN VENUE should be granted. This Motion, in essence, is nearly identical to my

MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGEMENT.  The facts and the reasoning are intertwined.

This is a SLAPP lawsuit identical to the nearly 1 dozen SLAPP lawsuits filed against me in

the past few years by agents for the State of NH.

According to New York Supreme Court Judge J. Nicholas Colabella,  "Short of a gun to

the head, a greater threat to  First Amendment expression can scarcely be imagined." A

number of jurisdictions have made such suits illegal, provided that the appropriate standards of

journalistic responsibility have been met by the critic.

Over the past 4 years, there have been over 300 pleadings, motions, letters, and hearings

with 10 separate trial dates for an act that I never denied doing and according to the NH Privacy

Statutes, 644:9, are perfectly legal. It is still ongoing. All of these actions were by agents for the

Town of Goffstown, agents for Hillsborough County, agents for Merrimack County, agents for

the NH State Police and agents for the NH AG’s Office. All are agents for the State of NH. We

can now add agents for the St. Lawrence Parish and the Diocese of Manchester to this list.

Some of these same agents for the State are also prominent members of the St. Lawrence Parish.

It is what the State did not prosecute me for that should be troubling to the citizens of

the State of NH and the USofA. Following are the multiple allegations of serious felony crimes

the State claims I committed but never prosecuted me for.  All of this while agents for the State

are committing the multiple felonies of perjury, suborning perjury and conspiracy to commit

perjury in order to “dream up” charges against me in an attempt to  frame me. "These guys"

are pulling out all of the stops.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Amendment
http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/2004-12-13%20-%20TREAT%20YOU%20LIKE%20A%20CRIMINAL.wav
Gerard Beloin
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There have been a total of  26 felonies and 2 misdemeanors that the State investigated me

for, alleged I  committed and was not prosecuted for.  These serious crimes were alleged by

agents for the State in Hillsborough County, Rockingham County, Merrimack County, NH State

Troopers Major Crimes Unit, the NH AG’s Office, the Goffstown PD and the Peterborough PD.

Allegations of Criminal Trespass and Criminal Mischief  (EXHIBIT A)

(2 Misdemeanors)

With the permission of Raymond School Board member Andy Harmon, I climbed onto

the Lamprey River Elementary School roof to survey it prior to the project going out to bid. I

took a core sample to verify what I suspected. There was severe structural damage. None of

these obvious  structural  problems   were  mentioned  in  the  Engineers  Report.   A  type  of

“Scam” consistent with the School Roofing “Scam” detailed in the State of NJ Report that

is tasked with investigating organized crime. (pages 52 & 53)      (EXHIBIT B)   When I made

this public at a Raymond School Board meeting the crap hit the fan and        this is what was written

about me in one of NH’s largest newspapers.  (EXHIBIT C) After sitting down with the Chief

and showing him the  letter from Fire Chief Pratt  I got this  letter of apology. (EXHIBIT D)

Allegations of Forgery of a letter from Chief Pratt by the NH Attorney Generals Office

(Felony)

Investigators accused me of forging a letter from the Raymond NH Fire Chief Kevin

Pratt. That was in the Investigative Report.    All I did was clean up a very poor copy of a letter

written on my behalf that was barely legible. (EXHIBIT E)      No changes were made other than  

highlighting sentences for emphasis and adding the list of applicable building codes at the end

of the letter.  What did not make the papers or the Investigators Report is that that letter and

Chief Pratt, halted the construction on my behalf      3 times of a re-roofing project that violated

numerous structural codes  on a school. The  final bid specs were written, letter for letter, as I

had originally recommended and to the satisfaction of Chief Pratt.

http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/2003-06-11%20-%20LETTER%20from%20Ray%20Fire%20Chief%20Kevin%20Pratt.pdf
http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/2003-06-11%20-%20LETTER%20from%20Ray%20Fire%20Chief%20Kevin%20Pratt.pdf
http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/2003-06-11%20-%20LETTER%20from%20Ray%20Fire%20Chief%20Kevin%20Pratt.pdf
http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/2003-08-11%20-%20LETTER%20from%20Raymond%20PD%20Chief%20David%20Salois.pdf
http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/2003-06-13%20-%20Contractor%20cuts%20hole%20in%20school%20roof.pdf
http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/2000-09-01%20-%20OFFICIAL%20STATE%20OF%20NJ%20REPORT%20-%20Condensed.pdf
http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/2003-08-04%20-%20LETTER%20from%20Raymond%20PD%20Prosecutor%20Michael%20F.%20DiCroce.pdf
http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/2003-08-11%20-%20LETTER%20from%20Raymond%20PD%20Chief%20David%20Salois.pdf
http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/2003-06-11%20-%20LETTER%20from%20Ray%20Fire%20Chief%20Kevin%20Pratt.pdf
http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/2003-06-13%20-%20Contractor%20cuts%20hole%20in%20school%20roof.pdf
http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/2003-06-13%20-%20Contractor%20cuts%20hole%20in%20school%20roof.pdf
http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/2000-09-01%20-%20OFFICIAL%20STATE%20OF%20NJ%20REPORT%20-%20Condensed.pdf
http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/2000-09-01%20-%20OFFICIAL%20STATE%20OF%20NJ%20REPORT%20-%20Condensed.pdf
http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/2003-08-04%20-%20LETTER%20from%20Raymond%20PD%20Prosecutor%20Michael%20F.%20DiCroce.pdf
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Allegations of forgery of letter from Raymond Police Chief    David Salois

(Felony)

  Investigators at the  NH AG's Office accused me of forging a letter from the Raymond

NH Police Chief David Salois. All I did was digitally clean up a less than ideal copy of the letter

mailed to me.  No charges were ever filed. Superintendent Turbeville was fired.  I called the

Rockingham County News to give them the rest of the story and they were "not interested."

This was not included in the final Investigative Report.

Perjury

(Felony)

In the more than 700 page Investigative Report there were several allegations that I was

making all  of this up. After testifying  in open court,  under oath, on several occasions,  no

charges of perjury were  brought.  That fact did not make it into their updated Investigative

Report.

Threatening two Police Officers with a firearm      (EXHIBIT F)

Threatening Goffstown Officials with a firearm. (EXHIBIT F)

(2 extremely serious Felonies)

Hillsborough County Prosecutor David Rotman lined up witnesses to testify that I had

threatened two Police Officers in a parking lot with a gun and that I had threatened Goffstown

Officials  at  a  town  meeting  with  a  gun.  This  never  happened.  When  we  objected  to  the

MOTION (EXHIBIT G) and informed the court that I had crystal clear recordings of these

encounters,  the  MOTIONS  were  dropped.  This  MOTION,  filed  by  Hillsborough  County

Prosecutor  Rotman,  proves  that  Prosecutor  Rotman  was  suborning  perjury  from  witnesses

connected to agents for the State of Hillsborough County and conspiring to commit perjury by

coordinating with the Police and Goffstown Officials. They had witnesses lined up willing to

testify falsely against me that I had threatened them with my firearm.    These are all felony

crimes of perjury, conspiring to commit perjury and suborning perjury by Prosecutor

Rotman, an agent for the State of NH, County of Merrimack and County of Hillsborough.

All of the witnesses were agents for the State of NH and the County of Hillsborough. No

felony charges have been filed yet on Prosecutor Rotman or any of these witnesses.

http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/2006-05-30%20-%20OBJECTION%20TO%20STATE'S%20MOTION%20TO%20REVIEW%20AND%20AMMEND%20BAIL%20CONDITIONS.pdf
http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/2006-05-11%20-%20STATE'S%20MOTIONS%20TO%20REVIEW%20AND%20AMMEND%20BAIL%20CONDITIONS.pdf
http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/2006-05-11%20-%20STATE'S%20MOTIONS%20TO%20REVIEW%20AND%20AMMEND%20BAIL%20CONDITIONS.pdf
http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/2007-12-18%20-%20LETTER%20from%20Paula%20werme%20-%20testimonial.pdf
http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/2007-12-18%20-%20LETTER%20from%20Paula%20werme%20-%20testimonial.pdf
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Distributing illegally intercepted recordings.

(20 Felonies)

The original charges included the allegations of distributing copies of these recordings to

the NH Attorney General's Office, NH State Police, Attorney Discipline Office, Goffstown PD,

New Boston PD, New Boston School Board, etc, etc., etc..  (Dialing 911)   That would be 20

felonies. They decided to prosecute me for only 3 felonies. On April 5, 2006,  Prosecutor Robert

Bennett developed a conscience and attempted to default by showing up 45 minutes late without

calling in. When he finally did show up he reduced all the felony charges to 3  misdemeanors. 

Then on June 9, 2006 the case was  dismissed with prejudice when the State defaulted again.

(EXHIBIT H -  Recording)  (EXHIBIT I  -  Transcripts  ).   The  Hillsborough County  Court

records were then falsified to show that the case was not dismissed with prejudice. Against all

legal  precedent and without a proper motion from the State, the charges were then reinstated.

Subsequently, the State has defaulted on motions and hearings a dozen times. Despite numerous

MOTIONS FOR DEFAULT JUDGEMENT,  Hillsborough  County  Superior  Court  Judge

James  Barry  Jr.  has allowed this fraud of a case to continue. This is against the law.  Later, the

charges were reduced  to  one  misdemeanor. The trial ended  in  a mistrial. The charges were

then reduced even further to the narrow focus of, did I or did I not record Mr. Janigan without

his knowledge or consent? I did it. I never denied doing it. The Violation of  Privacy Statues

(644:9) were not allowed to be presented to the jury despite the jury’s specific request to see

them. Judge Barry refused and he instructed the jury to ignore the law.  (EXHIBIT J) I was

convicted.  My  appeal  has  been  accepted  by  the  NH  Supreme  Court. (EXHIBIT  K) I’m

confident that the case will be overturned since I’m undefeated at the NH Supreme Court.

Other than Prosecutor Kerry Steckowych, who are "these guys"? How are they able to

boast  about  gassing  Goffstown  School  Board  Chairman  Dr.  Craig  Hieber,  who  died  of

symptoms consistent with being gassed, and not get investigated? The other recordings are of

other members of organized crime letting me know how "these guys," Hillsborough County

Officials go about "chumming" the dead bodies of people like me  after they  "disappear

like Jimmy Hoffa."  I guess that last recording explains how and why "these guys" get away

with it.
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http://gbforussenate.com/2004-12-13%20-%20Bombs%20with%20gas%20in%20it.wav
http://gnbtaxpayers.com/2006-06-09%20-%20TRANS%20-%20CASE%20DIS%20WITH%20PREJ%20WITH%20ANNULLMENTS.pdf
http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/Informant%20no.%204%20-%20'He's%20talking%20about%20chumming%20people'.wav
http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/Informant%20no.%204%20-%20'He's%20talking%20about%20chumming%20people'.wav
http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/2006-01-01%20-%20Section%20644_9%20Violation%20of%20Privacy.pdf
http://www.nolo.com/definition.cfm/Term/2C65A3EE-A4A7-46B3-91D955E2086CF599/alpha/W/
http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/2006-04-05%20-%20CLASS%20B%20FELONY%20TO%20MISDEMEANOUR.pdf
http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/2006-04-05%20-%20CLASS%20B%20FELONY%20TO%20MISDEMEANOUR.pdf
http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/2006-04-05%20-%20CLASS%20B%20FELONY%20TO%20MISDEMEANOUR.pdf
http://www.opednews.com/articles/Dialing-911-and-getting-th-by-Gerard-Beloin-080720-128.html


Altering, forging, an official letter from Dr. James Adams.

(Felony)

After  filing  my  7th  MOTION TO DISMISS that  contained  shocking new evidence,

produced by Mr. Janigan, that claimed that "these guys" used the local area hospital emergency

rooms to  launder their dead bodies, Judge James Barry Jr. ordered that I be psychologically

evaluated by Dr. James Adams, the Chief Forensic Psychiatrist for the NH State Prison Secure

Psychiatric Unit for the Criminally Insane. That is an intimidating title. Why didn't Judge Barry

order Mr. Janigan to be evaluated? He is the one making those claims. I'm just recording them.

After the evaluation Dr. Adams pronounced me competent with 8 pages of exceptions.

He refused to sign the letter. I repeatedly asked him to sign the letter. He refused. He was trying

to  preserve  plausible  deniability because  the  letter  was  perjurious  and  slanderous.  Not  to

mention  meaningless  unless  it  is  signed.  The  letter  uses  quotation  marks  on  words  like

"psychosis", "rant", "fringe", "crackpot", "suspicious" and "paranoid".  I  scanned Dr.

Adams signature from a previous letter, digitally signed the letter and linked the letter to the

recordings. (EXHIBIT L)  When linked to the recordings Dr. Adams is exposed as a hack or

lackey for the State. When connected to the recordings the letter reads like a comedy skit from

Saturday Night Live. Dr. Adams knew that testifying would expose him to perjury. He refused

to  testify  at  my competency hearing. Refusing to sign the letter would require him to deny the

letter.  The Sua Sponte Motion by Judge Barry to have me committed to the insane asylum was

dropped.

The State then investigated me for forgery. No charges were brought.

Perjury, suborning perjury and conspiring to commit perjury by Prosecutor Kerry

Steckowych, Attorney Steven Gordon and Assistant Attorney General William Delker.

(Multiple felonies by agents for the State of NH)

On March 24, 2005 Prosecutor Kerry Steckowych, a prominent member of the St. Lawrence

Parish, sued to have all of the recordings destroyed, all of the copies retrieved and destroyed,

and all of my computers confiscated and destroyed. (EXHIBIT L-2)

On April 21, 2005, Prosecutor Kerry Steckowych and Attorney Steven Gordon of the law

firm Shaheen and Gordon perjured themselves, in court by claiming that all of my allegations

had been investigated by the NH Attorney General’s Office. They claimed, under oath, that 

http://gnbtaxpayers.com/2005-03-24%20-%20VERIFIED%20PETITION%20FOR%20PRELIMINARY%20INJUNCTION.pdf
http://www.gnbtaxpayer.com/2008-02-29%20-%20Competency%20Eval%20by%20Dr.%20Adams.pdf
http://www.gnbtaxpayer.com/2008-02-29%20-%20Competency%20Eval%20by%20Dr.%20Adams.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Dnf1I3Twps&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Dnf1I3Twps&feature=related
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plausible_deniability
http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/2003-10-31%20-%20ORDER%20-%20HIEBER%20V%20CMC%20-%20HCSC.pdf
http://www.gnbtaxpayers.com/2007-08-31%20-%207TH%20MOTION%20TO%20DISMISS.pdf
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Assistant Attorney General William Delker swore that  “the investigation has occurred, it’s

been  completed  and  it  is  ended.” (EXHIBIT  M  –  pages  32  &  34) This  is  a  direct

contradiction to two letters written by Louise Lavertu of the STATE OF NH JOINT BOARD

OF LICENSURE AND CERTIFICATION dated July 11, 2005 and April 4, 2006. (EXHIBIT

M-2) This proves beyond a shadow of a doubt that Attorney Steven Gordon, a Clerk of the

Hillsborough County Superior Court and Prosecutor Kerry Steckowych, a Hillsborough County

Attorney, repeatedly and knowingly perjured themselves. They also suborned perjury from and

conspired to commit perjury with Assistant NH Attorney General William Delker in order to

obtain a favorable ruling from this Court. This is additional proof that the NH AG’s Office has

been corrupted in these cases against me.

Threatening St. Lawrence Parish leaders and volunteers with a gun and

trespassing.

(1 felony)

(1 misdemeanor)

On September 23, 2007 I informed the St.  Lawrence Parishioners of the bid-rigging

scheme through a letter left on their windshields during a public church service. (EXHIBIT N)

Prior to writing that letter, I was a fine, charitable, peaceful and upstanding member of the St.

Lawrence Parish. After I informed the St. Lawrence Parishioners of the bid-rigging scheme by

the St. Lawrence Parish Leadership that had ties to organized crime, I was suddenly transformed

into a  gun toting  pariah,  trespassing onto parish property and threatening the St.  Lawrence

Parish leadership with a gun. Just two days later on September 25, 2007, the unsigned letter

from a St. Lawrence Parish Attorney accuses me of several crimes.  (EXHIBIT O) No times.

No dates. No police reports. This letter was not copied to the Goffstown PD, the Hillsborough

County Attorney’s Office,  the NH State Troopers or the NH AG’s Office. It  was copied to

Attorney  Kerry  Steckowych.  Attorney  Kerry  Steckowych,  a  prominent  member  of  the  St.

Lawrence Parish, according to the recordings, is a member of organized crime. According to the

recordings, he is willing to kill those who speak out against him. According to the recordings,

he has killed before (Dr. Hieber). According to the recordings, he and his associates,  “these

guys,” have committed multiple murders and are threatening to add me to the list. According to

the recordings, “these guys are sending a message.”

http://gnbtaxpayers.com/2007-09-25%20-%20LETTER%20from%20Alexander%20Walker-underlined.pdf
http://gnbtaxpayers.com/2007-09-23%20-%20LETTER%20to%20Parishioners.pdf
http://gnbtaxpayers.com/EXHIBIT%20M%20-%202005-04-21%20TRANSCRIPTS.pdf
http://gnbtaxpayers.com/2005-07-11%20-%20LETTER%20from%20Louise%20Lavertu.pdf
http://gnbtaxpayers.com/2005-07-11%20-%20LETTER%20from%20Louise%20Lavertu.pdf
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If any of these allegations made against me were true, those being threatened should

have dialed 911 and had me arrested immediately at the time that I was allegedly committing

these crimes. What is occurring here is a disturbing pattern and practice of assaulting me simply

for dialing 911 to expose these crimes. This is a pattern and practice that is consistent with the

dozens of other false accusations made against me over the past few years that I have detailed in

this 2ND MOTION TO DISMISS WITH PREJUDICE. All have been proven to be false.

This is clearly a SLAPP lawsuit by the Diocese of Manchester. The first paragraph in

this MOTION bears repeating

This is harassment by the St. Lawrence Parish and the Diocese of Manchester simply for

exercising my 1st Amendment rights. The St. Lawrence Parish, the Diocese of Manchester  are

the  SLAPPERs  in  conjunction  with  agents  for  the  State  of  NH and  admitted  members  of

organized  crime  masquerading  as  police,  prosecutors  and  at  least  one  member  of  the

Hillsborough County Judiciary. 

I move that this case be moved to the Northern most county of the State in order to

removed the corrupting influence of organized crime that has become intertwined with agents

for the for the legal system in Southern NH.

WHEREFORE, Defendant respectfully requests the following relief:

A. That  this  Court  consider  this  ADDENDUM  TO  MY  2008-08-11  MOTION  FOR

CHANGE IN VENUE based on the foregoing reasons.

B. For other and such relief as may be just.

For all other causes that may be fair and just.

Respectfully submitted,
Gerard Beloin
P.O. Box 304
New Boston, NH 03070
Date: February 2, 2009
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
 
HILLSBOROUGH, SS    HILLSBOROUGH SUPERIOR COURT, 


NORTH 
 
 


DOCKET # 05-1305, 1306, ,1307 
 


STATE V. GERARD BELOIN 
 


OBJECTION TO STATES MOTION TO REVIEW AND AMEND BAIL CONDITIONS 
 


NOW COMES Gerard Beloin, by and through his attorney, Paula J. Werme, Esq., and 
hereby moves this honorable Court to DENY the State’ s MOTION TO REVIEW AND AMEND 
BAIL CONDITIONS. 


The defendant has never been convicted of any gun crime. He has never been arrested for 
any crime what so ever, misdemenaour or felony. The Defendant is a non violent person who does 
not own and has never even owned a hunting liscense. 


Of the incident in Peterborough, Defendant informed the Peterborough Police Officers that 
all honest cops like them now have to worry more about their safety because of the actions of 
Officer Kerry Steckowych. He also informed the police that he was not alone in being threatened 
but that he was the only one with a recording of the death threats. On March 28, 2006 a copy of the 
recordings, along with a letter addressed to Peterborough Police Chief Guinard was delivered to 
the Peterborough PD. A copy of it is included with this Motion. (EXHIBIT A) The letter 
condenses the case. The final paragraph is quoted here.  


“In Goffstown, I am not alone in being threatened. However, I am the only one with a 
recording of these death threats against me saying that the police will shoot me dead if I don’ t shut 
up. I feel much safer than the others. It is the others out there who are not as fortunate as me that 
your fellow law enforcement officers need to worry about. Today, all police officers are less safe 
because of Steckowych’ s threats of the assassination of law abiding citizens at the hands of police 
gun fire.” 


The copy of the recordings speak for themselves. 
 


 On April 24, 2006 Defendant testified at the Goffstown PD public information session and 
quoted from the Court records. Defendant has a recording of this public session. The Prosecutions 
version of the statements made by the Defendant at that meeting are completely false and 
inflammatory. The Defendant simply quoted from the statements made on page 2, paragraph 7, of 
the Defendants Second Motion to Dismiss. The quote was a verbatim repetition of the following 
quote from our Second Motion to dismiss. 
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State v. Gerard Beloin 


Motion to Dismiss, p. 2. 
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“7. Defendant came to the meeting armed with a tape recorder and firearm. He used the tape 
recorder. Mr. Janigan was acting as a “personal messenger” for local Prosecutor, Officer 
Kerry Steckowych and other Goffstown Officials. (EXHIBIT C-4) - addressed to 
“Gentlemen.”) He delivered the message that they would shoot him and get rid of him like 
they did Dr. Hieber, the previous Goffstown School Board Chairman working with him to 
expose these crimes. The recordings show John Janigan, acting as Prosecutor 
Steckowych’s agent, putting a hit out on him! To this day, no one knows what Dr. 
Hieber died of. (Hillsborough County Superior Court Case NO. 03-C-104 - Hieber v 
Catholic Medical Center)” 


 
  
 
 
Respectfully submitted by and through his attorney, 
 
 
       Gerard Beloin 
 
       ____________________________________ 
       Paula J. Werme, Esq. 
       83 N. Main St. 
       Boscawen, NH   03303 
       753-9384 
 
 


CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 
 I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing pleading was sent to Attorney David Rotman, 
Deputy Merrimack County Attorney, 4 Court Street, Concord, NH 03301 on this date, 2006. 
 
May 30, 2006     ____________________________________ 
       Paula J. Werme, Esq. 
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Raymond Fire Department 


1 Scribner Road 
Raymond, New Hampshire 03077 


Business: (603) 895-3321 Fax: (603) 895-0901 
 


Kevin Pratt Micol Greenwood Charles Perkins  Paul L. Hammond 
              Fire Chief        Deputy Chief                   Deputy Chief                    Deputy Chief 
   
 
MEMORANDUM:  
 
DATE: 6/11/2003 
 
TO: Toni Ricci,  Building Maintenance Supervisor 
 
FROM: Kevin Pratt, Fire Chief Raymond 


 
SUBJECT: Elementary School roof Renovation 
 


The Raymond fire Department is familiar with the roof at the Elementary School. The winter of 
2002 a dozen of our Firefighters assisted in the removal of all of the snow from the roof. Our assistance 
starting Election Day and snow removal continued for four more days. We were summoned to the 
building after a snapping noise was heard from the roof area of the building. Engineers were brought in 
before and after our work. At it is my understanding all welds were looked at and found ok. When we first 
got on the roof we found several screw heads that were a few inches higher then the rubber roof. We also 
saw a couple of places that the roof had big dips in it. Both of these indicate something is going on under 
the roof.  


It is my opinion that after the top roof is removed a certified engineer before covering should 
inspect the next roof. Inspection should include but not limited to, Structural damage, water damage or 
deterioration, and asbestos. Other considerations shall be given to rafters and structural components. My 
concern is the length of time the roof has leaked and the large area of leaks. If the Engineers find the 
second roof is soaked it is probable replacement will be needed. If the Structural Engineer Approves the 
sub roof then I would recommend approval of its covering. As you are a where the code that regulates 
this is International Building Code 2000, Section 1510.1-1510.6. 
 
1510.3 Recovering vs. replacement. New roof coverings shall not be installed without first removing existing roof coverings where 
any of the following conditions occur: 
 


1. Where the exist ng roof or roof covering is water soaked or has deteriorated to the point that the exist ng roof o  roof i i r
covering is no  adequate as a base for add ional roofing.t it  


2. Where the existing roof covering is wood shake, slate, 
    clay, cement or asbestos-cement tile. 
 


3.  Where the existing roof has two or more applications of any type of roof covering. 
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DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS  
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE  
Office of the Forensic Examiner 


State Office Park South  
105 Pleasant Street, Room 124-C, P0 Box 1806 


Concord, New Hampshire 03301 
(603) 271-7457 
Fax:  271-7458 


JOHN LYNCH                                                                                                                     William 
Wrenn  
GOVERNOR                                                                                                                    
COMMISSIONER  
  


                                            February 29, 2008  
  
  
John Safford, Clerk  
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT  
Northern District  
300 Chestnut Street  
Manchester, NH 03101  
  
  


Competency Evaluation of GERARD BELOIN 
Docket # 05-S-1305  
February 28, 2008  


  
  
CIRCUMSTANCES OF EVALUATION 
I evaluated Gerard Beloin pursuant to the order of Hillsborough County Superior Court, State of 
New Hampshire. The order, dated November 8, 2007, was to evaluate the defendant for 
competency to stand trial on a charge of misdemeanor eavesdropping alleged on March 1, 2005 
with the victim being a John Janigan. It was alleged that the defendant recorded conversations 
between he and Mr. Janigan. I had the opportunity to listen to recordings of conversations which 
are also transcribed, at least in part, in the discovery provided by the County Attorney’s Office. 
Of substantial import in assessing the defendant pursuant to RSA 135:c is the nature of the 
content of those recordings. The content includes what might be construed as threats  being made 
against the defendant by the alleged victim or, at least, the “carrying the message”  regarding 
such threats along with an apparent effort to coerce the defendant  to sign a document protective 
of a third party. 
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DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE 
Documents included:  


• Order for evaluation and indicating the court’s concerns regarding the defendant. It appears 
that the order originated sue sponte.  


• Various pleadings, especially multiple Orders to Dismiss by the defendant. These are 
referenced in the order of the court.  


• Various documents describing corrupt practices and the involvement of organized crime 
with specifics of governmental corruption in school roofing. 


• During the interview, the defendant provided a copy of a letter from Herbert S. Demmin, 
Ph.D.  dated January 28, 2008 addressed To Whom It May Concern. This letter indicates, 
in part: “It is my professional opinion that Mr. Beloin is of sound mind and is capable of 
representing himself in a court of law.”  


  
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
The defendant is a 52 year-old roofing contractor who lives in New Boston with his wife of 16 
years and his teenage daughter.  
  
Legal History 
The defendant has no criminal history other than originating out of the circumstances of the 
current charges.  
  
Educational History 
The defendant reports having a Bachelor’s Degree in Zoology.  
  
Occupational History 
The defendant reports that he has worked most of his life in the roofing business. He informs me 
that he has developed a proprietary “roofing system” of a specialized nature. He says he began 
working on roofing through direct installation, but now is involved in the design, manufacturing, 
distribution and installation of roofing in a business which he has built, he said, for 25 years. He 
says his business is currently essentially moribund in light of his legal entanglements in relation 
to the current case. He explains that he currently is simply installing roofing himself for 
individual contracts.  
  
The defendant reports that originally he majored in zoology with the intent of being a pre-med 
student. He, however, came to the conclusion that he would find that type of indoor work 
disagreeable. He worked as a ski instructor for a time.  
  
Psychiatric History 
The defendant denies any psychiatric care or attention other than the above-noted visit to a 
psychologist for the purpose of the current proceedings. He reports that approximately 12 years 
ago he had some marital friction. He reports the difficulties cleared up and the marriage resumed. 
Apropos of the defendant’s potential psychiatric history, the defendant presents a large file 
containing numerous character witness statements from various persons. These include multiple 
commentaries describing defendant’s mental stability as being good. 
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Social History 
The defendant grew up on a farm. He describes a specific incident involving roofs at age 8. 
Specifically, the defendant reports being at home with his 14 year-old sister. He observed flames 
coming from the roof of the house. He then, together with his sister set about attempting to put 
out the fire. He describes his sister as panicking and attempting to use a hose when there was not 
sufficient water pressure for the hose to reach the roof. The defendant said that he uncapped a 
water tank which was in the house and enlisted his sister’s aid in using containers to carry water 
to the roof and put out the fire. The defendant recounts this saga while evidencing pride in his 
ability as an 8 year-old to size up the situation and intervene appropriately while his sister 
panicked.  
  
The defendant reports that his wife has some emotional difficulties and these run in her family. I 
do see an Internet statement of support for the defendant purportedly from the defendant’s wife.  
  
The defendant has hobbies, namely skiing, running and golf. He considers himself to be quite 
athletic and quite a good skier. He enjoys activities with others. On inquiry, the defendant says 
that he is on good terms with his neighbors.  
  
I asked the defendant if he had been engaged in other lawsuits. The defendant’s response was 
“I’m not litigious.” In fact, however, in a later telephone conversation with the defendant, I 
learned that the defendant had engaged in an attempt to organize a volunteer roof replacement at 
his parish church. He had offered to do that for only the cost of materials. He tells me that this 
effort was rejected by the church due to insurance reasons. He reports that bids were then taken 
and he put in a bid which he felt was somewhat lower because it made use of some volunteer 
assistance from parishioners. He reports that there were three other bidders and that the bidder 
who won bid approximately three times more than the other bidders. He reports that he voiced 
complaints and concerns regarding why that might have happened and whether some nefarious 
activities were involved.  
  
The defendant denies other legal issues of this nature and says that in the roofing business one 
makes bids and one loses some and wins others.  
  
Mental Status Examination 
I examined the defendant at the Main Building located on the grounds of the New Hampshire 
Hospital on February 28, 2008. The interview lasted approximately three and one-half hours. 
Present was Paula Werme, an attorney, who informed me that she was not the attorney of record 
in the case, but was acting as a kind of adviser to the defendant. She informed me that she had 
done extensive work in reviewing the material regarding the case. I inquired as to whether she 
was a member of the bar and an officer of the court and she assured me that she was. Further, she 
asserted that the recordings which the defendant played for me from his laptop computer were 
substantially the material the defendant was being charged with illegally recording from a 
conversation.  
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DEFENDANT INTERVIEW 
During the interview, the defendant was generally cordial. He was a well groomed, athletic man 
who was attentive to the interview and seemed to have a good level of intelligence. His 
awareness of legal procedures certainly exceeded the average criminal defendant, but 
nonetheless, clearly the defendant was not a lawyer and he was clearly unfamiliar with much of 
the style of approaching legal materials that is used by attorneys. In short, he appeared to be 
amateurish, but informed.  
  
During the interview, the defendant’s range of affect was good and he did not present with any 
substantive mood problem other than his concern regarding his legal matters. He was not 
especially anxious. He did not appear to be depressed nor euphoric. He related appropriately with 
the examiner as well as his adviser and my assistant, Ann Bilodeau, who was present during the 
interview. In general, I would describe him as pleasant, cordial, but concerned.  
  
The defendant displayed no formal thought disorder. I would say, however, that he was quite 
preoccupied with the multiple facts and issues connected with his legal concerns. I would 
compare this with the mindset which some in the legal profession call “Trial Psychosis.” By this 
I mean an obsessional preoccupation with the minutia of legal case to the point of being an 
almost “overflowing font of minutia.” In my experience, this is a common characteristic of pro 
se defendants. Still, as is common in pro se defendants, this defendant had trouble resisting the 
impulse to unleash various facts in keeping with their emotional valence rather than the logic of 
the situation. He lacked the dispassionate, logical discipline of a trained attorney. 
  
The defendant was oriented to person, place and date. He knew the current and prior two 
Presidents. He recalled three of three objects immediately and two of three objects after five 
minutes. He was abstract on similarities and proverbs. He spelled “world” forwards and 
backwards accurately. Judgment was intact on one formal question and, on the other, 
inappropriate. The question was “What would you do if you were in a crowded movie theatre 
and smelled smoke and thought there might be a fire?” The usual “correct” answer to this 
question is that one would inform the usher. In fact, the defendant said that he would notify the 
people in the theatre. When I asked how he would do that he said he would yell “Fire.” I pointed 
out that this appeared to reflect poor judgment. The defendant responded by recounting the 
above-noted tale of his episode of saving the family home from a fire.  
  
The defendant subtracted serial sevens five times with one error. He denied hallucinations, 
delusions, paranoid ideas, and ideas of control. He denied any experience of communications 
with unidentified flying objects. He denied any notions that he had implanted devices. He denied 
any current active diseases. He denied special powers or abilities. He did volunteer that he had “a 
sixth sense, I have a bullshit detector in my left foot.” This was a kind of humorous comment. 
The defendant did not display snout reflex and was able to do rapid alternating movements. He 
denied substance abuse. He denied episodes of mania or substantial depression.  
  
Review of Legal Issues  
The defendant discussed the current case with me. He informed me that the alleged victim, Mr.  
Janigan, was an old friend. He reported that when he, the defendant, had made a bid on a school  
roofing project, he lost the bid and uncovered what he felt were indicators of fraudulent 
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practices. He apparently attempted to bring this to the attention of the school board. The 
defendant tells me that he enlisted as an ally the chairman of the school board, a Dr. Hieber. 
Apparently, Dr. Hieber died unexpectedly and mysteriously following engaging in discussions 
with the defendant about the alleged fraudulent construction. 
  
The defendant reports that Mr. Janigan came to him and said that he was being pressured by 
Attorney Kerry Steckowych who was a police prosecutor who had replaced Dr. Hieber on the 
school board. Apparently the alleged pressure was connected with the defendant making adverse 
claims regarding Prosecutor Kerry Steckowych. The defendant explained that Mr. Janigan had a 
hundred-million dollar piece of property which he was attempting to have rezoned from farm use 
to commercial use in order to enable a profitable deal. The defendant informed me that a member 
of the zoning board was a very good friend of Prosecutor Kerry Steckowych and was attempting 
to induce Mr. Janigan to influence the defendant to stop from disseminating allegations of 
corruption against Prosecutor Kerry Steckowych.  
  
The defendant then played recordings of the material that Attorney Werme informs me is the 
substance of the criminal complaint against the defendant. I listened to these recordings, which 
appeared to consist of remarkably strange conversations which might reasonably be construed to 
represent an implied communication of threats , even death threats  against the defendant if he 
does not cease and desist from making allegations of corruption against Prosecutor Kerry 
Steckowych. 
  
I was provided with various pleadings regarding governmental corruption and various documents 
detailing issues of corruption in government in connection with organized crime as well as with 
roofing issues. I was provided with various documents in support of the defendant’s concerns 
regarding corrupt practices and school roofing activities. The defendant discussed this kind of 
material with me. It was certainly difficult to contain the conversation as the defendant had a 
variable flood of information he wished to communicate in support of his allegations. He 
complained that no one listened to him. His mode of presenting this information was not 
inconsistent with an ordinary person’s attempt to describe such events if they were true.  While 
much of the information had a persecutory flavor, it was also true that the recordings had a 
persecutory flavor  which did not originate from the defendant, but rather from the recorded 
individual.  
  
A review of the defendant’s pleadings was consistent with an escalating sense of desperation and 
presenting in an increasingly conclusory way various serious allegations.  
  
OPINION REGARDING PSYCHIATRIC STATUS 
This defendant presents as a man who is casting himself in the hero’s role to rescue society from 
an alleged corrupt confluence of organized crime and local government. He is carrying out 
various activities in the service of that aim. He is, in a sense, “attempting to keep the roof from 
falling in.”  He seems to have been rather energetically pursuing this over a period of years.  The 
defendant has a website which displays all manner of supportive commentary by persons who 
either know the defendant or have at least communicated with him about his concerns and which 
offer support, at various levels of knowledge, about the issues he is dealing with. Whether the 
bulk of these persons constitute a kind of “fringe group”   of unduly concerned individuals or 
whether they are addressing realistic governmental corruption is not a matter that I am qualified  
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to address. The website, along with the defendant’s own style of communication, all have the 
amateurish quality of persons dealing with materials and issues beyond their level of training and 
expertise. It is a matter for courts, not psychiatry, to explore the veracity of such claims.  
  
The defendant’s pleadings and approach to the case have a distinctly persecutory tone, but one 
which is arguably warranted  by the ambiguously  persecutory nature of the recorded 
conversations.  
  
I note that the defendant’s business has suffered as he confronts his legal concerns. This seems 
counterproductive for the defendant and when I confront him about such matters the defendant 
essentially indicates that he is a person of integrity and unwilling to let go of these issues, though 
it may cost him in some way. 
  
My conclusion is that this defendant has no overt psychotic illness. He does not appear, in my 
view, to suffer from bipolar disorder currently. He does not appear to suffer from major 
depression. He does not appear to suffer from dementia, schizophrenia or schizoaffective 
disorder.  
  
The defendant has a persecutory preoccupation which can be seen in persons with paranoid 
disorder or paranoid personality. He appears to have over-valued ideas regarding the roofing 
business — his life’s work. The fact is, however, that persons subject to actual threat are prone to 
show paranoid or persecutory trends in their thinking consistent with their threatening 
circumstances. Under such circumstances I would not be inclined to offer a diagnosis of paranoia 
or a paranoid personality disorder. At worst, the defendant might be viewed as having an 
Adjustment Reaction, possibly related to business reversals or actual threats. 
  
It may be that this defendant’s character formation incorporates conflicts and tensions related to 
his episode of the fire at age 8. This might be a motivating mechanism for the defendant’s 
occupational choices and his, apparently self-appointed, heroic stance. Such issues are 
speculative and can only be confirmed or disconfirmed in extensive psychotherapy. At this 
juncture I have no information to confirm a diagnosis of personality disorder. (GB’s note: This 
is psychobabble. I did not set the fire, I put it out.) 
  
OPINION REGARDING COMPETENCY TO STAND TRIAL  
Competency to stand trial in the State of New Hampshire is articulated in RSA 135:17 11(b). 
“Whether the defendant has a rational and factual understanding of the proceedings against him 
or her, and sufficient present ability to consult with and assist his or her lawyer on the case with a 
reasonable degree of rational understanding.”  
  
Rational and factual understanding  
This defendant has chosen to go “pro se” in the defense of a misdemeanor charge. He appears to 
have invested an enormous number of hours in attempting to familiarize himself with legal 
procedure. He clearly has an amateur’s approach to the process of his legal defense. This is 
amply illustrated by his propensity to use the forms of the law without the wise approach to legal 
material inherent in professional legal assistance. By this I mean the ability that attorneys have to 
martial their facts, discipline them and relate them within the requisite structure of the law 
without being derailed onto emotionally significant, but logically off-point statements. 
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Ordinary persons without legal training or penchant of thought come off second best in courts of 
law, as does this defendant. 
  
This defendant makes extremely serious allegations  as if they were established facts.  He 
attempts to bring in an endless litany of material which, while quite disturbing to him and in his 
view quite related to the concerns he presents, are not logically appropriate to the structure of the 
particular hearings. He misunderstands vocabulary, at least the import of legal materials and 
findings. He is unfair in his statements and allegations, leaving out relevant aspects of his 
descriptions in a way which often distorts the truth of the situation.  This style of communication 
is not terribly helpful in court as the defendant gives the appearance of unfairness and 
unreliability. Trained attorneys know to avoid such appearances by couching their statements in 
structure and style which gives at least the appearance of fair-mindedness and balance. In my 
view, these are all matters of training and experience. 
  
In summary, the defendant presents his information essentially as a “rant” by which I mean in an 
untutored, not well organized, somewhat egocentric or self-referential exposition of material 
which does not tend to be persuasive.  The reason it is not persuasive is because the listener is 
not prepared to accept the statements made and may not subscribe to various opinions or 
commentaries. The communications are not given appropriate foundation and are prone to result 
in a skeptical response by the listener.  
(GB’s note: When my counterpart in NJ voiced identical concerns the State of NJ 
Commission of Investigation, tasked with investigating organized crime, investigated and 
filed this report.) 
  
Despite this defendant’s amateurish style, the defendant has a basic rational and factual 
understanding of the legal process. He is concerned about governmental corruption and is prone 
to suspect corruption when frustrated. The defendant apparently has a good deal of support if one 
judges by the Internet material available.  Thus, these views do not represent purely idiosyncratic 
ideas, but rather some shared ideas which are thus subject to a kind of “reality testing” in 
discussion with others. This leads me to view this defendant’s “suspicious ideas”  as not properly 
construed as “irrational.” They represent an opinion or attitude of more than a single person and 
raise serious issues of governmental corruption. 
  
While I may not personally find the defendant’s notions of governmental corruption very 
credible , others do and therefore I believe it would he inappropriate to view them as evidence of 
lack of competency to stand trial. To dismiss such ideas as incompetence would invalidate many 
petitioners for redress of grievance who have, with success, promoted social changes in the 
history of the United States. It is not my view that un-popular ideas or “crackpot”  ideas, which 
are shared by some subgroup of the population,  can be reasonably construed to indicate lack of a 
“rational understanding of the legal process.”  
  
Assistance to Counsel  
I observed that the defendant seems to work quite well with Attorney Werme who, for reasons 
not precisely clear to me, is not actually representing the defendant. The defendant apparently 
parted ways with Attorney Larsen over a disagreement on how to proceed. The defendant 
explains that this was because Attorney Larsen chose to pursue a defense of competing harms 
while the defendant wished to pursue a case of self-defense. The defendant’s viewpoint is that 
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Attorney Larsen acted without the defendant’s consent leading to breakdown the attorney/client 
relationship.  
  
I concede that the defendant’s notion of self-defense  seems legally naive . I can see that a theory 
of competing harms  might be more viable approach to a defense. The defendant himself does 
not agree with that, placing a great weight on his own opinions. It appears to me that this process 
represents an instance of the old saying “A man who represents himself in court has a fool for a 
client.”  In short, it seems not terribly prudent but does not constitute grounds for a finding of 
incompetence to stand trial.  
  
Opinion regarding competency to stand trial  
I conclude that this defendant is currently competent to stand trial. It appears to me that the 
defendant has an adequate rational and factual understanding of the legal process  that he faces 
and has the ability to assist an attorney with a reasonable degree of rational understanding. This 
opinion is not meant to suggest that the defendant can represent himself “well” and it is certainly 
not meant to suggest that the defendant could be construed by any means as a “competent 
attorney”  I do not believe he is.  
  
At the conclusion of my interview with the defendant he indicated to me that he may move 
forward to obtain a second opinion. If he does so, I will certainly review any documents 
regarding such testing and reconsider my opinion in the light of such information.  
  
Respectfully,  
 


  
 
James J. Adams, M.D.  
Chief Forensic Examiner  
  
  
JJA/ab  
 
cc: Gerard Beloin, Pro Se  
PO Box 304  
New Boston, NH 03070 
 
John Weld, Esquire  
Marianne Oullet, Esquire  
4 Court Street 4 Court Street  
Concord, NH 03301 
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Dear fellow St. Lawrence Parishioners  September 23, 2007 
 
It is with a heavy heart that I’m writing this letter. I never thought that it would come to this. 
 
 My name is Gerard Beloin. I am a 15 year member of St. Lawrence Parish. I have been in the roofing 
industry for 25 years. I own a company that designs roofing systems for the commercial roofing market. The St. 
Lawrence Catholic Church re-roofing project is part of my market. The church was designed by the finest 
Architects and properly constructed of top notch materials. I have recommended ventilated roofs before. This 
structure is fine and requires no ventilation. Following are legitimate bids for re-roofing the St. Lawrence Church 
roof with the same 50 year shingles recommended by Mr. Ray Clement and Pault Nault, the property managers for 
the Diocese of Manchester and the price of the contract awarded to A.W. Therrien Roofing. These bid prices meet 
all of the building codes. The slate roof costs substantially less than the cheap 50 year shingles and is expected to 
last 350 years longer. That is how you can tell that the bids are being rigged when the relatively cheap 50 year 
asphalt shingles cost substantially more than the 400 year slate roof. Anyone with a computer can price a slate 
roof by googling Vermont slate and getting a price on 13,000 sq. ft. of slate. 2 men can install a slate roof on the St. 
Lawrence Church in 2 months. Anyone can do the math.  
 
Bluestone, Inc. - 50 year Architectural shingles with parish volunteer labour $15,000.00 
RJ Kellogg Construction -  50 year Architectural shingles $33,475.00 
Bluestone, Inc.  -                50 year Architectural shingles - Contract price $43,332.00 
Moe Duhaime Roofing  -    50 year Architectural shingles  $52,000.00 
Bluestone, Inc. - Vermont Slate roof with parish volunteer labour $70,000.00 
Bluestone, Inc. - Western Red Cedar Shakes – Self ventilating $97,520.00 
Bluestone, Inc. - Vermont Slate roof – Requires no ventilation - Contract price                 $122,000.00 
A.W. Therrian Roofing -    50 year Architectural shingles                                            $155,000.00 
 
 A few years ago I proposed to Father Don to re-roof the St. Lawrence Parish Church with 30 year 
Architectural shingles for only $13,000.  That offer still stands. I made that offer again in June of this year to Mr. 
Ray Clement and Paul Nault, property managers for the Diocese of Manchester. It was rejected out of hand. It had 
to be done by a contractor “for liability purposes.” I explained to them that the Parish could purchase an insurance 
rider to protect themselves for just a few hundred dollars. “No, no, no. We don’t do it that way.” 
 Two weeks ago Mr. Paul Nault announced to the St. Lawrence Parishioners that the re-roofing project 
would cost $155,000! for a 13,000 sq. ft. asphalt shingle roof?!  That is $11.92 per sq. ft. Bluestone’s proposal with 
all of the bells and whistles that meet all of the building codes was for only $42,332 for the same roof! That is 
almost 4 times our bid price and 12 times what I was willing to do it for as a loyal 15 year member of St. Lawrence 
Parish. The church has a legal fiduciary obligation to spend our donations wisely. In this case it is being abrogated. 
 To put this in perspective, at this price of $12.00 per sq. ft., the average home in Goffstown would cost 
$30,000 to re-roof. The awarding of this contract is fraudulent.  
 All of this should be an insult to the parishioners who are part of the construction industry. I am one of 
them. The contractor awarded the bid has known ties to organized crime. I have personally gotten A.W. Therrien 
Roofing removed from public bidding contracts in the Town of Raymond, Bedford, Manchester, and Goffstown by 
exposing their bid rigging schemes in conjunction with the Garland Company. Therrien Roofing was one of their 
Certified Installers. 


The Garland Company was convicted in the Los Angeles District Court, Consumer Protection Division in 
the case People of the State of California vs. The Garland Company, Inc et al Case # BC 168132 1997 as being 
involved in the pattern and practice of  
(A) Bid rigging, (B) Vertical price fixing, (C) Horizontal price fixing,(D) Unlawful business practices  
(E) Unfair business practices, (F) Fraudulent business practices, (G) Unfair advertising, (H) Deceptive advertising,  
(I) Untrue advertising, (J) Misleading advertising and (K) Commercial bribery. 
 
 Because of my successes against ‘these guys”, in exposing the bid rigging scheme in the Goffstown High 
School construction and renovation project “these guys” sent a “personal messenger” to threaten to shoot me  
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dead at the hands of police gunfire  if I did not stop blowing the whistle on their crimes. Send me your e-mail 
address and I will send you other links. 
12-13-2004 – “Worry about somebody shooting you some night” 
12-13-2004 – “Bombs with gas in it” 
12-13-2004 – “Extortion” - “Few precious moments left on Earth” 
12-13-2004 – “Send GFD to burn you out. Finish the job they started” 
03-14-2005 – “You are not going to go after KERRY (Prosecutor Steckowych) anymore" 
06-09-2006 – Motion to Dismiss with prejudice “Granted”


The recordings are very detailed and disturbing. I suggest that you not let your small children listen to 
them. These threats were being made against me because I caught them bypassing the legally required structural 
code, safety code and fire code upgrades on the Goffstown High school construction project. Retired fire chiefs Paul 
Nault and Ed Hunter were the building inspectors responsible for enforcing the building codes on the Goffstown 
High School construction project. Where is the Goffstown Taxpayer Association when you need them? 


NH State Statutes - Permits for Public Buildings: 
Construction or renovation of schools, halls, theaters or other public buildings requires a permit from the Board of 
Selectmen (if no building permit process has been adopted) or a building permit issued pursuant to the local process. 
The written recommendations (if any) of the fire chief must be considered prior to the issuance of the permit. [RSA 
155-A:4] It is the fire chief’s jurisdiction to enforce all building codes on school buildings. 
 They looked the other way and allowed these blatant and egregious structural and safety code violations to 
go on unabated on a school. Millions were paid and the work was never done. Deputy Chief Mark Hurley, with his 
permission, is on tape establishing this timeline.  
  On the recordings, “these guys” admit to extortion, arson and murder. The extortion is obvious; the fire 
was right behind the Church parking lot right next to my warehouse and was determined to be arson. My partner in 
blowing the whistle on “these guys”, Dr. Hieber, Chairman of the Goffstown School Board, died “unexpectedly and 
mysteriously” precisely at the time that we were going to go to law enforcement. His cause of death has never been 
determined. (Hieber V. CMC HCSC NO. 03-C-104) One of these recordings describes how they poisoned Dr. 
Hieber. One of “these guys” named on the tapes is our fellow parishioner, Goffstown Prosecutor Kerry 
Steckowych, a “close personal friend” of Paul Nault. When I made the tapes public Kerry Steckowych sued me and 
lost. (Steckowych V. Beloin HCSC 05-E-0111)  These recordings have been played in the Courts and have been 
adjudicated to be authentic. So much so that Attorney Steckowyck’s, prestigious Concord law firm, Shaheen and 
Gordon, offered me $400,000 for these tapes and all of the copies.  I declined the offer. Both US Senators Sununu 
and Gregg have listened to these recordings. They have both written letters on my behalf to the U.S. Department of 
Justice. I am undefeated in the Courts. They have resorted to death threats because they can’t fight me legally. I 
have made these claims in public and under oath and I have never been sued for slander or prosecuted for 
perjury. The issue of credibility here is not with me but with the Church. Sad isn’t it? 
 Bishop McCormack insists that everything is on the up and up. This is the same Bishop that said that there 
were no problem priests in the Archdiocese of Boston. Only after thousands of victims came forward and the proof 
became overwhelming did they admit to guilt and settle for over one billion dollars nationwide.  
 Now, in the face of overwhelming evidence that property managers for the Diocese of Manchester are 
awarding exorbitant contracts to companies with known ties to organized crime, Bishop McCormack is still saying 
that there is no problem and Father Bertin is asking all of us to dig deeper and give more. As for me, my wallet is 
closed and I suggest that you all do the same until the pending lawsuit is resolved.  
 In a meeting with Paul Nault, a “close personal friend” of prosecutor Kerry Steckowych, I played the 
recordings for him. He said that if true, those statements would be “inappropriate”. I would like to remind Paul 
Nault that if true, extortion, arson and murder are all crimes that require either long prison sentences or the death 
penalty, not a time out in the corner. Paul Nault refused to denounce his friend, Prosecutor Kerry Steckowych. 
 
Gerard Beloin 
President: Bluestone, Inc.  
15 year member of St. Lawrence Parish-Send me your e-mail address and I will keep you updated on the court 
cases. 


“All that is needed for evil to prevail is for a lot of good people to do nothing.” 
earsenault@rcbm.org
jmccormack@rcbm.org
stlawrenceoffice@verizon.net
The question on everyone’s mind is: Why is the NH AG’s office not doing anything about this? That is the same 
question that is on my mind.  
CC: Bishop McCormack and all Southern NH newspapers. 
CUSTOM DESIGN, MANUFACTURING AND DISTRIBUTION OF PERFORMANCE ORIENTED ROOFING SYSTEMS 
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David T. Salois 
   Chief of Police 


RAYMOND POLICE DEPARTMENT 
SAFETY COMPLEX 
1 SCRIBNER ROAD  


RAYMOND, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03077 
 


August 4, 2003 
 


Mr. Gerard Beloin  
45 Tucker Mill Road  
New Boston, NH 03070 
 
Re: State v. Beloin, Gerard 
 
Dear Mr. Gerard, 


In an attempt to settle these matters prior to trial, the State will offer the following in exchange for a 
negotiated plea of guilty in the case; 
 


Criminal Mischief 
-          Fine of $300.00; 
Criminal Trespass 
-          Fine of $300.00. 


 
Please let me know prior to the scheduled trial if this is acceptable to you. However, this does not relieve 
said individual of the responsibility to appear in court on the date and time specified. 
 


Sincerely, 


______________________ 
Michael F. DiCroce  
Raymond Police Prosecutor 


 
 
Telephone: (603) 695-4747  E-mail: raypolic@nh.ultranet.com  Fax: (603) 895-0901 
 Printed on recycled paper 
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Section 644:9 Violation of Privacy. 5/14/08 4:54 PM


TITLE LXIICRIMINAL CODE
CHAPTER 644 BREACHES OF THE PEACE AND RELATED 


OFFENSES


Section 644:9
 644:9 Violation of Privacy. –


        V. Paragraphs I and II shall not be construed to impair or limit any otherwise lawful activities of 
law enforcement personnel, nor are paragraphs I and II intended to limit employees of governmental 
agencies or other entities, public or private, who, in the course and scope of their employment and 
supported by articulable suspicion, attempt to capture any type of visual image, sound recording, or 
other physical impression of a person during an investigation, surveillance, or monitoring of conduct to 
obtain evidence of suspected illegal activity, the suspected violation of any administrative rule or 
regulation, a suspected fraudulent insurance claim, or any other suspected fraudulent conduct or activity 
involving a violation of law, or pattern of business practices adversely affecting the public health or 
safety (GB’s note: I recorded an agent for the State of NH threatening to kill me for exposing the 
violation of structural codes, building codes, safety codes and fire codes on a school. They stole the 
millions appropriated for these legally required structural code upgrades and did not do the work. The 
recordings are perfectly legal.)


Source. 1971, 518:1. 1995, 280:9. 2003, 256:1. 2004, 212:1, 2. 2005, 264:1, eff. Jan. 1, 2006.


http://www.gencourt.state.nh.us/rsa/html/LXII/644/644-9.htm Page 1 of 1
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Contractor cuts hole in school roof
By Barbara Polletta 
rockinghamnews@seacoastonline.com


Seacoastonline.com 
Classified Market Place 


www.seacoastclassifiedads.com 


RAYMOND - School officials are claiming that accusations made by a
roofing contractor during last week’s School Board meeting are not only
incorrect but were possibly made as a part of some manipulative sales
tactic.


They also claim that the man went onto the roof of the school unlawfully
and bored a hole to obtain a roof sample without their knowledge or
permission.


Requesting to speak during public input, a roofing contractor who came in
as the low bidder on the Lamprey River Elementary School reroofing
project accused school officials of putting "illegal" bid specifications out to
contractors for bid.


Contractor Gerard Beloin of New Boston also presented a large "cork-like"
sample that he said he had cut out of the roof to prove his accusations.
He said he was one of four contractors to bid on the project but was the
only one to discover that the building had three roofs already in place, not
two as the district claims.


Looking unmistakably bewildered at the accusations from the man,
Director of Maintenance Tony Ricci said a third roof was not possible and
then asked Beloin how he got the sample.


"I took a core sample on my own," Beloin replied.


School officials were adamant that Beloin’s claims were untrue and
disturbed that someone could go up on the roof of a school and cut a hole
without anyone noticing.


Ricci, who has been in the district more than 20 years, had structural
inspection reports on the school on hand. The reports were completed by
Miller Engineering in March 2001, after a winter with a heavy snowfall.
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He said the report clearly states that there are only two roofs on the
structure, the original roof and a rubber membrane roof installed in 1992.
The district also has a letter from Miller Engineering that states the
building is structurally sound. GB's note. See next to last sentence.


Beloin stuck to his accusations, telling the board that state building code
does not allow more than two roofs on any structure, owing to specific
weight limitations. He claimed there were definitely three roofs on the
school and that he found areas where the roof was caving in, because it
exceeds the weight limits.


"The building is unsafe," he told the board as he showed them
photographs of the alleged dangerous areas. "The roof has to be
completely torn off and replaced and we are talking more in neighborhood
of $300,000 or more to do it."


Superintendent James Turbeville said he heard nothing that convinced him
that Beloin’s findings were correct and that it was curious that none of the
three other, reputable contractors who bid on the project came to the
same conclusion.


"I have no way to know if he is trying to scare you and trying to sell you a
bigger project," Turbeville told board members. "We have engineering
reports that assure us the building is safe and to state otherwise sounds
like a scare tactic."


In the days following the meeting, Ricci and Turbeville sought answers.


They say that the core sample Beloin took was from an area of the roof
where builders add an extra protective layer of material to direct water
away from the wall of the structure.


"The hole was on the edge of the cafeteria wall, and I have spoken to
contractors who verified that particular area of a roof is raised with
additional material to direct water flow away from the walls and toward
proper drainage," Ricci said.


"They told me that some contractors may claim what was said to us at that
meeting (is) a trick of the trade to expand a proposed project when in truth
they know it is how the roof is constructed," he continued.


Turbeville said he was not only concerned by the accusations made by
Beloin, but offended and angry.


"It reminds me of an insurance salesman who tries to scare people into
purchasing more," he said.


"Frankly, I am angry it occurred, angry it was done in public, and the
district may be seeking damages for repair of that core sample hole he
made when he trespassed on our property," Turbeville said.


Ricci said that the repair Beloin made to cover the core sample he took
was "horrendous," with silicone applied to ragged edges.


"Normally, a repair would be neat and square, but this is just
unbelievable," he said. "We contacted the police on the matter and were
told it is a civil case, so we have called him (Beloin) and requested he fix
the damage from the sample. We will see what happens."


Beloin could not be reached for comment. GB's note. No one called.


Turbeville said Police Chief David Salois is currently reviewing the
specifics of the case and may file charges of criminal trespassing and
destruction of public property.


Seacoast Yellow Pages.
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"If possible, we need to prosecute him," Turbeville said.


Turbeville said he has contacted Richard Mailhot, the town building
inspector and code enforcement officer, who verified that in 2002 there
was a new code adopted by the Legislature that states there can only be
two roofs on a structure.


"We have two roofs now, the original and the rubber membrane. This
means we will be seeking a special waiver from the fire marshal not to
remove the current membrane before we add a new one," Turbeville told
Rockingham News.


"The local fire chief, Kevin Pratt, will be doing the inspection. If we don’t
get the waiver, we may go in another direction with our roofing choices,"
he said.


Meanwhile, the project is heading back out to bid, with offers expected
back in about two weeks. School officials had announced before Monday’s
meeting that the project was going to be put back out to bid because none
of the four bidders had come in with a figure close to the $55,418
approved by voters last March.


"Even if we accept the best offer, we still need to raise $8,000," Turbeville
said.


Four companies bid on the project, including Beloin Roofing, Therrien AW
Co. Inc. of Manchester, Skyline Roofing Inc. also in Manchester and
Melanson Roofing of Keene.


Approximately three winters ago, the membrane roof was damaged by
snowblowers and shovels used to remove a record heavy snowfall from
the structure, because community members feared it would collapse.


Since then, the school has been plagued by increasing leaks and, when it
rains, water pours into a few classrooms.
u
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    In the late 1990's my counterpart in New Jersey, Douglas Wicks, (908-647-5179) filed complaints identical to mine with the NJ authorities. With much less evidence than I had, it was still enough for the State of NJ Commission of Investigation to launch a state wide investigation.     In New Hampshire, those in charge of investigating these crimes are looking the other way as their subordinates threaten to kill me.GB
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The Commission shall have the duty and power  
to conduct investigations in connection with the faithful 


execution and effective enforcement of the laws  
of the state, with particular reference…to  


organized crime and racketeering. 
 


 —  N.J.S.A. 
52:9M-2 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Introduction 
 
Hundreds of millions of taxpayer dollars are spent annually in New Jersey on the  
 
construction and renovation of public schools. In coming years, this investment will reach  
 
well into the billions as the state redoubles efforts to provide safe and secure facilities for  
 
the education of its children. Will the money be spent properly? Will there be adequate  
 
oversight and accountability? Will taxpayers get what they pay for? 
 


This report details the results of a comprehensive Commission inquiry into one  
 
aspect of school-based construction, the repair and replacement of roof systems. which  
 
individually represents the single most expensive and integral component of a school's  
 
physical structure. The investigation was begun in late 1997 after the Commission received  
 
confidential complaints suggesting abuse in the re-roofing of public schools. Subsequent  
 
investigation revealed evidence of widespread cost-gouging; unscrupulous bidding  
 
practices: contract manipulation; questionable design, installation and inspection  
 
procedures and other abuses. The probe was statewide  in scope, involving a review of  
 
115 separate roofing projects in 39 school districts across 13 of New Jersey's 21 counties.  
 
Projects examined by the Commission carried a total taxpayer investment of more than  
 
$37.8 million. 1 
 
 The Commission's findings reveal a systematic breach of the public trust. 
 
Evidence of waste and abuse totaling between $6 million and $10 million was uncovered 
 
 
 
 
 
see Appendix p. A-2 for a stateside map Although this investigation was restricted to events and 
circumstance within the state of New Jersey. the Commission received extensive information indicating that 
problems related to the types of waste and abuse detected here are national in scope. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


1 







 
 
The  initial results of the Commission's  investigation, along  with preliminary 
  


recommendations for systemic reform, were presented during two days of public 
 
hearings on December 8 and 15, 1999. In concluding those proceedings, Commission  
 
Chair Leslie Z. Celentano stated: 
 
. . . (T)he Commission's findings in this investigation should serve us a wake-up call to 
legislators, school administrators, taxpayers and parents alike. We have identified a 
host of systemic problems that  are costing millions of dollars every year and possibly 
placing the safety of our children in jeopardy.


At the same time, however, we have also identified an opportunity --- an 
opportunity to address and rectify these abuses before they become worse. The manner 
in which we go forward from here is critically important. With the state poised to invest 
billions in school construction and renovation, steps must be taken to assure the citizens 
of New Jersey  that their money is spent wisely and prudently. They deserve nothing 
less.
 
This document embodies the final report and recommendations of the Commission  
 
based upon its investigation of waste and abuse in public school  roofing projects. 
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Summary of Findings 
 
 
The Commission's key findings fall into five major areas: 
 


• Conflicts of Interest/Professional Misrepresentation 
 
• Manipulation of Public Bidding and Contracting 
 
• Questions of Safety 
 
• Inadequate Oversight 
 
• Improper Labor Practices/Payroll Violations 
 
 


 
Conflicts of Interest/Professional Misrepresentation 


 
School districts across New Jersey have paid millions more than they should 


have for roof repairs and replacements, in  part, because projects were riddled from 
start to finish with conflicts of interest and deception. 


 
• Project design consultants presumed by district officials and boards of  
 
education to be independent experts have been secretly compensated by roofing  
 
material suppliers. This hidden financial relationship is the basis for a scheme  
 
that results in excessive project costs. 
 
 
 
• Hundreds of thousand of dollars in payments were funneled by a major  
 
roofing materials manufacturer to a consultant who repeatedly wrote project  
 
specifications favoring the firm's products. The consultant used this money for  
 
personal expenses and failed to report it for tax purposes. 
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workmanship are provided by an independent, third-party expert or clerk of the  
 
works acting on behalf of the school district. The sales representative may  
 
serve as an on-the-job inspector but only on behalf of his employer, the  
 
material supplier or manufacturer to ensure that the product warranty is  
 
protected. Any savings accrued through economies, oversight and use of  
 
alternate materials are passed on to the school district. 


 
How The Process Is Subverted 
 
 
This process is readily exploited to the detriment of taxpayers by unscrupulous  
 
individuals who take advantage of unsuspecting. technically unsophisticated  
 
school district officials to manipulate weaknesses in bidding and contracting.  
 
In many instances. the Commission found these operators act in conceit with  
 
one another. 4 Instead of serving independently as a loyal agent of the school  
 
board, for example, the design professional/consultant misrepresents or  
 
distorts his or her true credentials, and in reality, participates in a lucrative  
 
hidden partnership with a roofing material supplier and its sales  
 
representative. This enables the consultant to undercut other potential bidders  
 
to obtain the design contract. Once the contract is awarded, inadequate  
 
surveys are conducted on existing roofs, and vague and incomplete architectural  
 
plans are submitted as the basis for repairs. Project specifications expressly  
 
favoring a given manufacturer's materials --- often involving premium built-up  
 
roof systems --- are written by the sales representative and passed off as the  
 
work of the design consultant. The specifications contain language which  
 
appears to open the project 


 
 
4 See Appendix p. A-9 Chart illustrating hart the bidding process is manipulated. 
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The findings of these experts concerning the Edison roofing project, together  
 
with evidence developed by the Commission, reveal that the district paid as much as  
 
$1.1 million more than was necessary for the repairs and/or replacements on all 17  
 
school roofs. Further, the experts' analyses show that, even at this premium price,  
 
there are serious unresolved questions about whether the repairs were  
 
performed satisfactorily from the standpoint of safety and structural integrity. 
 
 
 


*      *      * 
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David T. Salois 
   Chief of Police 


RAYMOND POLICE DEPARTMENT 
SAFETY COMPLEX 
1 SCRIBNER ROAD  


RAYMOND, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03077 
 


August 11, 2003 
 


Mr. Gerard Beloin  
45 Tucker Mill Road  
New Boston, NH 03070 
 
 
Dear Mr. Beloin, 
 
 
This letter is in regard to a Plea Letter sent from Prosecutor DiCroce's office. Please disregard the letter as it 
was sent in error. 
 
 
If you should have any questions, please feel free to contact Sgt. Spinney at the phone number listed below. 
 
 
Sincerely, 


Sirena Lemieux 
Raymond Police Secretary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Telephone: (603) 695-4747  E-mail: raypolic@nh.ultranet.com  Fax: (603) 895-0901 
 Printed on recycled paper 
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